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This guide provides information on commodities such as product types, varieties, grades, compatibilities, temperatures, and
seasonal availability.  Good delivery guidelines and an easy-to-read chart on when they apply, as well as information on 
common shipping containers are also included in this portion of the Reference Guide.  The Know Your Commodity Guide is
comprised of this introduction file and individual files related to shipping containers, ethylene and load compatibility groups, and
the specifics of individual commodities.
The Know Your Commodity Guide is designed to assist Blue Book members in gathering pertinent information on commodity
characteristics, determining WHERE and WHEN specific commodities may be sourced, and HOW commodities may react if
loaded with one another. The commodity information found in each part of this Guide is derived in large part from various USDA
publications and materials, the University of California, Davis Postharvest Technology & Research Center; trade associations
and commodity groups, industry professionals, and more.

CONTENTS OF THE KNOW YOUR COMMODITY GUIDE

The Know Your Commodity Guide reference tool provides valuable, essential information for sourcing and shipping produce in
one resource. You’ll find the data you need on a number of commodity specifics, including:

•  Product availability •  Common shipping containers
•  F.o.b. delivery guidelines •  Product type
•  U.S. grades •  Varieties, and more.

Compatibility, Temperature Guidelines and Ethylene Sensitivity: This table clearly and conveniently illustrates which
products are generally considered to be compatible in mixed load situations. Produce compatibility is based on a variety of
factors,including: temperature, humidity, odors, ice, air exchange, and ethylene sensitivity. A specific section dealing with
ethylene sensitivity immediately follows the compatibility table.
Container Net Weights: This section provides commodities and their most common sizes and containers.
Grade Standards: Federal grade standards have been established for many commodities. These grade standards cover 
many minute details and are often many pages in length. The short synopsis of grade tolerances provided in the Know Your
Commodity Guide are derived from the published standards and covers only the most basic and commonly used parts of the
standards. Technical and special requirements not covered in the Know Your Commodity Guide will be found in the appropriate
Federal grade standard. Copies of the published grade standards may be obtained from the Federal Inspection Service 
by contacting:

USDA, AMS, Specialty Crops Program
Market News Division

1400 Independence Ave., SW, Room 1529-S, Washington, DC (20250-0238)
Phone 202 720-2175  •  FAX 202 720-0011 /  www.ams.usda.gov/market-news

The tolerances included in the U.S. grade section are provided to cover sales for which a specific grade was contracted.  In
those sales, the seller is responsible for delivering product meeting both the quality and condition requirements of the
stated grade.

USING THE KNOW YOUR COMMODITY GUIDE

A Blue Book member considers adding strawberries to the firm’s product line, but is generally unfamiliar with the available
varieties, grades, or storage requirements. Therefore, the member would first consult “Know Your Commodity” found under the
Education link on the home page of BBOS. Next, he/she would pinpoint the “strawberry” page, which contains theinformation.
To locate a source of strawberries during the month of May, for example, the member would next refer to the “Seasonal 
Availability” section on the strawberry page. The month of interest is specified at the grid’s top and by following the column
downward, one finds where and when strawberries are available.
Next, using the Blue Book or Blue Book Online Services, the member would refer to the listing and rating section and search the
listings, locations, commodity and classfications to pinpoint firms containing Shipper (S) or Distributor (Dstr) or Buying Broker
(BuyB), and Strawberries (St). The approximate truckload volume figure within results should also beconsidered, as a guide on
whether or not the firm is able to meet the necessary volume requirements. Finally, the Moral Responsibility rating should be
considered, as an indicator of the firm’s trading practices. 
Upon arrival of the first load of strawberries, the member should review the content related to compatibility, temperature, and
ethylene sensitivity found on the Know Your Commodity page under the Education menu on BBOS. This content will detail
which commodities can be appropriately stored with the strawberries, to minimize accelerated ripening, freeze damage, etc.


